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An investi,-ation of Over-heatlinr- and
Rock-like Roacture of' Steel 18Cr2Ni4WA

(Research Institute of' Ta'Teh Steel Uorks)

Abstract

Vfe conu ared the sensibility to over-heat"n and exanined the rock-like
fracture of' five sets of' steel lSr2l-4JiApouedb he different

processes (a mixture of open hearth, and electric processes through .11 -vacuum

circulating deoxidization; basic electric process; and electric proce ss plusL
eletri slg rmelinq) an-' two dill'erent m~ethods of' deoxidization (using

alminum and titaniun or aluminurm alone). 2-qperinents indicate that the

conditions that cause this, kind of' st-;eel to have serious over-heatin- and

rock-like fracture are: (1) when thie steel is heating, at hi-h temperature,

primnary austenite qrains are in -Pull -rowth, (2) the steel contains MMS

inclusion which in the fain of -11 gr--ains 3reci-Oitates at austenite -rain

boundary. It is believed th-a .idization by-, us~r.ng both alzumintum and

A .tanium can make the small am-ount o-:' renianent Lit-siu 4n steel reta-rd the

growt-h of' austenite crai in the process of' lieainc. at high t4oeaur, n

at-he same tline t-he mode and distribution of-: 1hS inclusion can threby be

improved. Thus the sensibility to over-heat-ing of this kind of' steel is

reduced. Finally, the mechanism of' this steel which heins to form rock-

like fracturAe is brouc-ht in-to discussion.

When teel l~G2!4Amle by electric process (and deoxi*dized by



using both aluminum and titanium) is changed to be melted by a mixture of

open hearth and electric processes (hereafter abbreviated as open-electric

melting) and (deoxidized by using aluminum alone) through the new technioue

of RE vacuum circulating deoxidization, in production, the production

efficiency is greatly increased and the quality of steel is improved Arkedzr.

., Bu tso- raer sensibility tYo over-heating and its over-heating

temperature becomes as low as 100 C or so. In fractuxe check of this over-

heating steel, the characteristics of the macroscopic fracture are as what

showed in Figure 1 (plate 41). On the matrix of fiber-like fracture, there 2

are grain-like grey cross-sections with different orientations and without

metal shining and they are usually called rock-like cross-section or rock-

like fracture. For the purpose of finding out the reason of forming the

rock-like fracture of this steel and the effective way of reducing the I

sensibility to over-heating for open-electric melted steel, we studied the
steels

over-heating fracture of five l8Cr2Ni4WA ,4 produced by different methods

and observed the microstructure of fracture and the comonents and stracture

of the fine inclusions.

1. Experinent Methods

The chemical components, melting processes and deoxidization methods

of steel 18Or2Ni4WA used as testing material are shown in the following I

Table. Steel A and B are produced by using open-electric melting but they I

are deoxidized by different ways. Steel C and D are both produced by spne

basic electric process and deoxidized by dif,erent methods. The ingots of j

K1



these four steels are wei-hted 3tons. After pouring when it Is still red

it is sent to primaryj rolling shop to be cut into square blocks of 160M-m.

No. Chemical Comtonents,% jetn exdzto

C7 %w i I PIS I CI Ni IW WAII PiI rocess "thd

A 01050.4010.29 0.013 0.015 1.46 4.30 1.05 0.009 0000 ia~* Us A aon

it j0.180.450-28 0.011 0.0081.524.211.11 0.031 0.018 *011 a Use both Al and Ti
C 10.14 0.4010.27 0.007 0.014 1.554.250.96 0.048 0.020 0.0134 itfifi Use both Al and Ti

Iib
D 10.16 0. 410 0.27 0.*015 0.007 1.44 4.38 0.95 0.060 0.0154 %JP&St Use Al alone
E~ 0. 17 0.42 0. 18 0.009 0.007 1.42 4.23 1.02 0.009 *j ~ c lectrijc slag parent

mnaterial use Al onl~y

Note: S and P conta-ined in steel E are analytic value of electric sla-,
steel parent material.

aopen-electric r-elti-ng, .eeti melinn, celcric nelting

plus electric slag rernelting, d. not analysized, e. acid dissolved A

and the heating- temperature of the ingotjs is 12800C. Th-,e 160rhm, square blockcs

are urter ut ito locs of 80m" or into sx-ple pieces of w-hich the

diametre is l~m-m used to test over-heatinz and fractuare. Ant ts~ pice n

transliteration of Chinese sound) tvpe shock testin,- sanules. Steel E is

irst melted byr basic electric poesadexdized by us~nf- alixiinun ofili

and then, after" electric s1 a rem~eltinT, rolled into blocks of 1P0rn-2, -nd

finally it is rolled into cylinderical steel of which the di--metre is 11--m

used as sarples.

-After extraction and compounld no1 d & g, the fracture is exerined by

us ing China made transmission electron microscope, and difl'ract4ion analy-sis

of selected re'--ion is also made. Before ths the microstructuire and '-rain
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situation of the testing samples axe all investigated by using metallo!i'raphic

microsconDe.

2. Results of Mcperiment

2.1 The Sensibility of the steel to Over-heating

Steels produced by different

processes are erou,7q' into fracture 11*atr

iseco d teai ment
testing sanmples of 0S16 x~ 12Onrm. After - 1~
in salt bath, they ar-e respectively 14- -

~ after
heating arid retaining temperature at 12 - fstFst tr MMt
1100, 1150, 1200, 1250, 1300 and o-
135000 for 7~0 minutes and air coolinga lela

(first treatz.ment), they are broken I z z~~ .mn

for exPamininr- their fractures. Oni.irst fttreatmer.

11alf of them are wrou'h t into. Mtre t5

shock testing samples and exanine their er

tenacit-, value. T'he other half are

ag-ain throuth tmeau ranigat b

95000 -f-or 60 n-*nutes and air cooling; J

agzain 8 500Cfr6 minutes and air 1300i~o

cooling; and ag7ain 1700 Cfr ~ first treatnent tenr..e'atie.00r

minWres and air cooli4ng,, then -31--ure 2 Comparison of sensibilitky
to 0. e- eatilkc of steel.

measure their tenacityr value and A.,B, and E

eyxamine tuneir frcueand -the results are wh4-at as shoun-- in FigurLe 2.

Of steel A, after a treatrent at 135000, the shock tlenacity vapue

4



rapidly becomes low, -3nd correspondingly, thne fracture becomes typical rock

like fracture and it cannot even inriore after second treatm ent . T he

austenite grain begins coarsening -vheri it is at 120000. The average diametre
of' the 7rain is about 2. 7mn when the temoerat:1ure reaches 135000 and the

greatest diamatre is 4 im or so.

Of steel B, after treatnent at 13500C. th Ie shock tenacity value also

beoes remarkably low, but it can restore after seodtetent T i an

will not'- begin coar senin:- until the temoerature reaches 130000 and t-he

M fractre o-t' the testing- sa-noles shows no over-heating small plane at.. 135000

treatment.

,~~ 4 The changles of shock tenacity value and the frcueof' steel C are

sinilar to steel 13. Steel D -is siimilar -to steel A.

Of' steel E, th1.e temperatur e at which the shock' tnacity value becomes

unusuall y low after f'!irst treatment is 12500C. It seems that this steel is _v.

easy to be over--heated and it I-i2.l inprove noticeably:- after sec-'nd treat-

men. Te examinat'o of its fracture shows th1at it will be'-in to havre

grainlikecross-sectilon when temperature reaches 13000C, --nd its appearneI

looks like rock but it is not rock-ihe fracture andA- it can restore after

second treatment.

2.2 The Investif'ation of'Rc-ie-atr

Of steel A and D, although nelt"n ro es sa different,hoevrhe

can both be deoxidized by using aluminum alone, -and as a resutte both,

475
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have high sensibility to over-h. ±ting. After hight termoe-ratre austenizing

treatment at 135100 C or above, the both be-i to haerock-!L'ke frcue

Steel A can be used as am exanple as shown in ?ir re 1 (plate 41). The -

metallo~raphic testing sample, after being corroded in a nixed liquid of

satuarted picric acid-soau powder-Si~l( transliterati-on of Oinese sourA)

ash wllshow clear coarse austenite grin and the average size of the

grain is 2.7hmm. Tis is Dri-na=ry austenite -- ain. Te boundary of these

--ra-ns is easier to be corroded than that of real austenite iarain (5-7)

formed miaer state of auenching. They look black and coarse under a Imicro-

scope which can a-jlify7 100 ti-nes laraer, such as the three-fork boundary

in Figlure 3 (plate 41).

ZP
The process by v: c rock.--like fracture is forned can be observed from 1;_

i-,gure 4, (plate 41). The Dicture was taken from. r.he cross-section wihich

is perpendicular to the fracture of the testL-.igsrl.Te ethnn

N ~of. the picture is close tVo the ufc of the fracture, and observto a

be made by selectling some crack whfich is connected with a certa-'-n small

over-heating -plane on the surface of the frcture on test-npF scanple. 2 om

Fi mre 4, itcnb en that the crack on left-hand side spreads along

pr:Luar- austenite --ain boundary (ltsta-h lar e --nain boundarr), and

tecak drcto evidently has no relationwt h iera utnt

grain boundary forned under stste of ouenchin, . Tis cnprv thate

over-heatinng snall plane of rock-like fracture is he surface of Dori-OrY

austenite ~ranboundaryj.

The typical f:orm- of microcrac olt oier-hea-ti-ml- small plane (or inter-

6
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cstal small plane) of rock-like fracture is illustrated in Igure 5 and 6
(Plate 42). These intercrystal small planes are formed by great nmtiunt of

isomietrical plastic indentations, and somC- ver fCine sphere-like inclusions

scaterat he bottom of the pasti itations. T-he averafge diam--etre of
the plastic indentation iJs 1.5 micron, measur-ed froml ten View-ing fields

selected randonly, and the average dip-meter of of the sphere- ike inlsion
is 0.3 micron. R'omi these invest1igations, wecniprta h lasti c

i ndentations are formied by the ver-- fine inclusions which precipit-ate on the-

surfc of prmr useiegain bounvdary. in addition, on the over-

heatin7- small plane, a few larger inclusions can be founrd as well an dthy

due to deformation, are of' !h hpeo on!- strips in some local regiop*

of ov(,er-heatint7 small plane there are anatonical and piercing cracks (mcro -

porus ongegtio tye-lastic indentation) and ot.her forms of cracks.

4 In these microscopic regions usuallyr there is no inclusion. The crack in

the fber-like m~atrix part of rock-1L curisnecnmaticrk

and th-ere is no inclusioni eit-;

In rdr o ecde te tyme of the fine sohere-li-ke inclus- on mentioned

abovre, we made selectiv e ret-ion electron W frc-tion annalysis of ex'x.ctlo

;P--d conpDound moldingr of oc-rl ie fCractures. The remault sostat these
tose inclusions are 1:n3 of cubic structure and sz-aU. anount of M~ng of

n-eyarron struacture. 771>ure - (plate 42) is selective re,,ion electron

di ffrac tion chart and index o' cubic 1_1 S. The dots Datt-ern inthe 'iLie is

"inle cryst diffra V-c-inon chart1 of 1$_S and the two di; "'action rin-s wich

take t he central dot as center are reelection 22C) and (4/2-0 of' "'mS. Tie
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six diff'raction dots with lar e distance anong cryTstal 'olanes all fall on

diffraction rin, .220, The presence of these two di'"vactin ria hows

that in the-- selective rer-pon~lehich I-as been in use,. there is a certain

-m~n of -ine IMS incluszofl.

The Y~n cotied In steel, in chenistry, is an instable inclusion and

it can be easily corroded in 5-10% soft acid. Such a charicteristic can be

used for mak!7 :n-' furher investi-ation of inclusions. Soakinr caroion -

com~pound mold renbrance i-hich conta-ins more inclso susA.e nt 0

nitrated alcohol solution for 24 hours, then examine ill with electron ni-,cro-

scoethefidins ill be w4hat as shon i n Fi -r 6. Te inclu sions -re

all corroded up, so it proves tieat the inclusion on over-heatin small plmne

2.3 The In-vesti ',ation of 7-actures of Steel I.Thich 7ses Both Al--u~ nd I*'

TitaWnimir for De-oxidization

Steel B and Ilhog produced by., using di'erenu proceses canbt

be deoxidized by usi nn almninurn and +i~~~'e'Ien austeniLzin ft eTwoerattre

reaches 14000 C, th e re is no siagn of hwavr-n- ser ous olver-nea nq fracture inj

quenching state that follows, brat there, are fibric fractares. Taigsteel B

for exple, the characteitiso ncooic fact:Ares area- honi

Figure 8 (Plate 43). Metallofrra.hnic observation indicates that the average

size of Drimary austenite ranis only7 0. 35T-.. 7he electron microscope5

obseration of extracted comnoivnd mold indz cates thttese fbi rcue

are --ormed by Iar-e and lonv- plasti c indentations, At the bottor. of iso-

Metrl p*aticidnain there are fine IRhS incluso s (about 0.2-0.3

-A



nmcron), of Vnich te shape is di fferent as show~n n .ure 9 (PIlate 43).

T:-xou-h selective r.eg-ion electron dif- act-ion exanination, they are

identified as AIN~. But in steel A1, th ere has ne'ver been azky fine .5there-

Ilike I. nS deposit on over-heati-if- small plane.

in addition, in the r~h~eyeven re-ion on the riacroscope of --ribric

fracture, there is another kind of' -ine denosts and -ost o-' thiem are block

shaped. Throuih selective re-ion electron di'fraction exaunination,. they -!r-e

identif ied as TiN. But the amount o .1 this ki.-d or' Till nerticeles on fibric

fr-acturLe of' steel B and C is snpall. in order to find out the rules oil TD,"

distribution in steel, we exazuined the fracture of' temper brittleness. After _

hwnaV2r second treatment, steel B is tempered an? in fo the mor te

break it,2 we tin -rcue of' termer brittleness and extracted carbon coml-

nound mold a-ne~e. 1When they ---e e'rm.ined ar,,ain bv usinp electro. i cro-

scope, there are more fine TiN -oarticles. These TiN denosits often scatter

on the surface o4' n'-Lry auastenite ~~n boundary, an hti ten to

of' cracks alon- ' th.e ---air- on. the fracture, as illustrated in Firure 10 and

443

righ.-t-loer Part of' Ki-ure 10), and the position of' -p 1 et; pi er cn ract re

(as th.e ri-ht-lovrer part of'A ?ire 11), no TVcre , deposit -a~e ot. selective

rer-7ion diffacio analysis is :-.-de f'or TiO particle, and 71i.ure 12 (platej

44) -ives its electron diff-ractlion chart and- index. FRon ?1i-nire 12, ,we c an

see diffraction rinr-s *w-hich are not clear and shanp, and f'~roc- Till depos i on

fractLure and its electron diffraction chart of' steel B, we can., as uell see

di'f'rC~action rings. in some picture, the diffraction rings are clearer. They

00



can be identified as corresponding grain surface reflection of TiN. At the

same time, in the electron diffraction chart, diffraction dots and

diffraction rings are marked in selective region. Besides the Ti particles
smaller

of 0.2-0.4 micron, there are many still -TiN particles which are about a
hundred

few.angstron. In short, in steel which can be deoxidized by using both

aluminum and titanium, there is areat amount of Till particles and they often

scatter at primary austenite grain boundary. According to their size, they

can be classified into two different kinds: one size is 0.2-0.4 micron and

they are of block shape, and 4+he other size is only a few hundred angstrom

and they scatter among block-shaped TiN.

." 2.4 The Characteristics of Fractures of Electric-electric Slag Steel

After first treatment at 13500C, the macrofracture of steel E generally

-hppears to be granular cross-section. The ele ."ron microscope examination

after its extraction compound molding indicates that the cracking process

N of this steel takes place either along crystal plasticity, as shown in

Figure 13 (plate 45) or along crstal brittleness, as showm in Fim-re 14
(plate 45). So we can know that this kind of granular cross-section is the

:.+rrface of grain boundary formed at the tine of high temperature austeniz.-.

tion. On these mcrosections, there is no },!.nS inclusion. So it is sharply

different from the rock-like fracture of steel A.

MtA. er second treatment, the characteristics of granular cross-section

of steel E is remarkably improved. Wh.fen it is broken, there are typical

curve fibric fractures and their characteristic is a typical nieri-g plastic

10



crack and it is made of extended plastic indentations.

High grade metallo-raphic ex-.ination indi.cates that oxide inclusion

and sulphide inclusion in steel E are all at 0.5 level. The oxide inclusion

of steel A and D is at 1 level and sulphide inclusion is at 1.5 level.

Therefore, they can all be deoxidized by using aluminum alone, but of steel

E, after electric sla- remeltino, the inclusion is reduced -r1aetly and the

:rain bouandary becomes jure and clear.

3. Discussions

3.1 The Mechanism of Rock-like Fracture
(1-4)

In some research report, there are discussions on problems of over-

heat and over-burn of allo-r structural steel, and on the formation of rock-

like fracture su'-gest different opinions, too. In the ollowing, we shall

try to make an amnalysis of our observations of steel 18Cr2Ni4Wa rock-like

fracture.

Of ? hS contained in steel, the solubility in austenite will increase as

the heating temperature of the steel rises. The higher the tenperature is,

the less the remanent nascent MnS, which was not dissolved, will be.

:Ereriment shows that in the process of cooling after austenizing, IL-S,

which has been dissoL:ed in steel, will become shpere-like particles and>a-ain deposi n the surfa.ce of ry, Th h rre
It o-o primar austenite =rain boundary. The hiher

the austenizin7 temoerature is, the nore the 1hS oarticles deposited on the

surface of 7rain boundary will be. On the other 'and, when steel is

OFI
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aUstenized at high temperature, the hi, he~he temperature 6f heating is, the

greater the tendency of austenite -rain growth will be. When it is

heatin: at a temoerature above over-heating, the -rain will become specially

coarse, and the surface of -rain boundary will turn to be flat surface (see

Fi ure 3 and 4, plate 41). Once a -reat amount of fine MnS is deposited,

the connectin- stren-th of rrain boundary becomes seriously weak and

-4 thereby the ability of fracture resistance of primary austenite grain

boundary becomes low, so it becomes easy for fractures to spread out. So

after the tenacity of matrix of the steel is stren~thened due to quenching

for modification), fractures will easy occur along the surface of primary

austenite grain boundary. Thus on the matrix of fibric fracture cones out

, many over-heating small planes., and t'-ey are small phanes at prinary

austenite grain boundary. Then they develop into rock-like fractures.Because

the general heat treatment cannot make the primary austenite 'rain fine again

and also because the dissolution of v,.S can take place only at tenperature

above 1200°C, it cannot use heat treatment of low temperature to redissolve

it and change its distribution pattern. The second treatment therefore cannot

imorove the rock-like fracture. But rock-like fracture is an unpermissible

defect of alloy structural steel.

A comoarison of steel E, A and D indicates that when the steel is

heating at high temperature, the mustenite rains of three dlfrent kinds

of steel uill similarly become coarse. But throurh electric sla- remelting,

steel E becomes relatively pure and there is no great amount of deposit of

1,S inclusion on the surface of Train boundary so generally there is no

12
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rock-like fracture. The shock tenacity of steel E after first treatment

shows greater senibility to over-heating, but after second treatnent it

improves to great extent.

So ,,e think that there must be two conditions for alloy structural steel

to form rock-lke fracture: first, when the steel is austenizing at high

temperature, it attains primary austenite -rains which are coarse enourgh,o

and secondly, the steel contains a certain -mount of 1,nS nclusion, .uh of

w-thich are dissolved when the steel is in the process of heating at high

temperature, and later in the process of cooling, they become shpere-shaped

MnS and a-ain deposit on the surface of prirmary austenite grain boundary.

The presence of such flat and straight surface of primary austenite grain

boundary which contains creat am-nout of fine IqS inclusion is the main

reason of forming rock-like fracture.

- 3.2 The Effect of Small Amount of Aljxinum and Titanium on the Sensibility
of Steel to Over-heating

(5-7)
It has been pointed out in som-e documents that when the amount of

acid-dissolved aliminum is 0.02-0.05", after heat working and heat treatment,

there will be fine AT deposit and it will have favorable e-fect on delaying

the process of recrystalization and fining austenite -rain. But our

experiment s as we report in this article show that in steel D the amount of

acid-dissolved aluminum (0.0605) is much hi-her than in steel A (0.009%).

But vhen austenizin" is made at hirh temperature, the situations of ,rain-

coarsening of these two steels are almost the same. After heating at a

13
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temperature above 130000, these two steels will both produce over-heating.

This proves that the increase of acid-dissolved aluminum in steel will not

have favorable effect on over-heating of alloy structural steel. Thi.3 is

because when steel is heated at a tenperature aova 12000C, AI Aill be
dissolved solidly and the favorable acticu of AIT! in the steel as mentioned

above will not show. Therefore, steel A and D, which can be deoxidized b7,

using altminm alone, have equally hi',h sensibility to over-heating although

.their aa-ounts of acid-dissolved aluminm are different.

When the temperature of austenizinf of steel B and C reaches 140000, the

average size of austenite grain is still 0.35.n. This can be explained by

the effect of small amouut of remanent titanium. The content of remanent

titanium in these two steels is 0.01-0.02% and they also contain about 0.01%

of helium. The examination of extracted compound molding by using electron

microscope indicates that at primanr austenite grain boundary, there is a

-reat amount of fine TiN deposit. These TiN come out after the steel ingot

has solidified in the process of coolin. They have hi.her stability than

AIT, -and they can exist without bein dissolved in a range of high

Steperature. And because Ti1! particles scatter among -rains, in the process

of high temperature austenizing treatment of the steel, they can very

effectively retard -!,he rh of austenite 7_rain. This is the reason that

a small amount of titaniim can m2ake the arains fine.

and
Our experimients show that steel (BA C) which contains small amount of

tftanium, after high temperature austenizing treatment even at 140C, will

!A
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have no fine !KnS deposit on the extracted compound mold of fractuire. But,

occasionally sone -inS inclusion which is lon,, n6t dissolved and in large

not
D-eces can be seen. The content+ of S aznd Mi In. steels (A and D) Vich do

contain even small amount of titanium are close to those of steel B and C.

-ut on the fracture, after first treatrent at 13000 C, there are many fine

_nS particles deposited at bimaazr austenite rain boundary. Thus we think

that a snall annout of remanent titanium has chan!ed the rules o- dissolution

and deposit of .IhS in the process of high temperature austenizing, lowered" steel,
+ "} the solubility of S in ,

the moroved the form and distribution situation of

sulphide in steel and consequently produced some favorable effect on lowerinZ

the sensibility of steel to over-heating. On the other hand, because TIN

,- , inclusion can effectively retard the grotbh of high temperature austenite

-raan, the total area of rrain boundary of fine rain steel is much larger

than that of coarse qrain steel. Even the total number of VS particles

deposited at grain boundary is close, the number of ri+S particle (density)

on a unit arae at -ra:n boundary of fine grain steel is noticeably low. This

is also very good to prevent the occurrence of rock-like fracture.

n summary, using proper amount of aluminum and titanium for deoxidi-

zation results in that there is a snail amomt of tnim remains in the

steel. Obviously it has preventive function to the foring of over-heating
as well as the occurrence of rock-like fracture or helps to delay the

happening until there is a much higher temperature of austenizin- heating.

Thus the sensibility of the steel to over-heatinr is effectively lowered.

(received on December 30, 1976)
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